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Relating to Birds in Postcolonial Australia
It would be possible to construct a very convincing account of Australia’s
special relationship with birds: how quite early in the nineteenth century many
prominent people (and organisations) mounted some of the first environmental
skirmishes around the conservation of birds; how some of our prominent poets
and writers forged an aesthetic and moral connection to the land through their
writings about birds; how artists such as Russell Drysdale used bird motifs to
persuade Australians to adapt to our unique conditions; and how birds became
cherished symbols of states and nation (Cozzolino and Rutherford 1991; Smith
1997). It would also be possible to point out the 8000 strong membership of Birds
Australia; the 7000-odd birdwatchers who took part in the research for the New
Atlas of Australian Birds between 1998 and 2001; and how they made over 4.3
million bird sightings of our 1,200 bird species in over 130,000 locations across
Australia. All this is impressive but does it warrant the conclusion that Australians
have created a particularly good relationship with their native birds. This paper
sets out to evaluate this question using a variety of historical and sociological data
and especially in the light of a comparison with the relationship the British have
established with their birds.
It is of course also possible to point out that twenty-five bird species have
become extinct since colonisation and that on the dawn of a new millennium
Birds Australia (which is the unopposed authority on the matter) claimed that
one in five species is now seriously under threat. It is also possible to contrast the
8,000 or so bird enthusiasts who, under the careful guidance of Birds Australia, do
so much good work for bird species and habitats, with the one million Australian
households (around 17% of all households according to another survey in 2000)
who keep birds (most of whom are native species) in cages, aviaries and in other
confined domestic circumstances. Counter intuitively perhaps, the proportion of
households keeping captive birds also seems to have grown over the past thirty
years. The Petcare Information and Advisory Service, for example, found that
only 12% of Australian households owned a bird (excluding poultry) in 1974.
The figures for all of these surveys are based on nationally representative sample
sizes and, interestingly, both surveys found the same proportion of household
owning dogs (48% in 2000 and 47% in 1974) and cats (30% in both) so one can
be reasonably confident in pointing out a substantial rise in caged bird-keeping
in Australia. Significantly, in terms of the total numbers of individual animals
kept, birds substantially outnumber all of the principal species of companionate
species1. The 2005 Pet Net Survey estimated that the total number of birds owned
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by Australian was 9,000,000 compared to only 3,754,000 dogs and 2,426,000 cats
(Pet Net 2005). According to a report in 1997 by the Australian Government’s
Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, the one million birdkeeping households in Australia spend an estimated $4.15 million on their upkeep
(Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, 1995).
On the face of it then, this evidence demonstrates a seemingly ambiguous
or contradictory attitude to Australia’s native birds, but the evidence cited so far
does not permit very much to be concluded about the nature of the relationship
that Australians do have with birds, which is clearly very complicated: both
conservation and companionship can be very positive. This essay therefore
investigates the question: how do we relate to birds in postcolonial Australia? It will
first of all sketch some of the important ways in which Australia has built strong
conservational practices in respect of its birds, particularly in relation to various
forms of colonial exploitation and how that effort has been undertaken by a broad
cross section of political, scientific and artistic communities. It will also set out the
main forms of evidence for Australia’s contemporary relationships with birds.
To put the Australian material into better perspective the discussion will then
take a close look at the British who were the principle colonisers of Australia. As a
former colonising nation, and one as equally concerned with its own environment,
they have developed a particularly strong, almost obsessive relationship with
their own native birds. Yet they have also developed similarly strong views and
practices in relation to the keeping of exotic bird species as pets or companions,
which also contrasts very markedly with the Australian case. Such contrasts
points up the truth of the continuing influence of colonial experiences (whether
colonised or colonising) on present day mentalities and practices (in the former
colonies and former colonising powers). However the essay then draws on the
material from the first ever national study of human-animal relations in Australia,
a major ARC funded project conducted by the author between 2000 and 2004, in
order to investigate and resolve the seemingly contradictory relationship between
a robust bird conservation movement and an even more robust determination to
keep the same species in captivity.
Australia and its Birds
If the memoirs of Horace William Wheelwright are anything to go by it is
surprising that any Australian birds were left after the mid-nineteenth century
(Wheelwright). As a professional shooter, he and countless others like him
wandered from district to district down the east coast of Australia shooting every
available bird and animal in sight in order to feed the world’s insatiable appetite for
fur and feather. Trained as a lawyer, Wheelwright came out to the goldfields in the
1850s to make his fortune, but ended up turning his hobby into a paying concern
for around eight years. Afterwards he returned and wrote up his Wanderings into
a guide for the benefit of other keen shooters, and there were undoubtedly plenty
of them, who wished to spend a sojourn in Australia shooting its wildlife. One
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Figure 1. Information for birdwatchers at a wetland hide in Kakadu National Park.
(Photo: Adrian Franklin)

Figure 2. An evening flight of cockatoos being observed by author and a tour group on Aboriginal land,
NT.
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Figure 3. Watching magpie geese feed with a tour group, NT.

Figure 4. Plucking a magpie goose with guided tourists on Aboriginal land, NT. Although many of
the party had been to bird watching sites in the area, there was no obvious sign of distress when the
Aboriginal guide joined the party with a freshly shot magpie goose to be consumed at the end of the
tour and indeed, they were enthusiastic to help prepare the bird. (Photo: Adrian Franklin)
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senses that he did not intend or seek to justify to others, the making of a great
fortune from shooting wildlife; instead, it was sufficient for him to show how the
killing of so many animals was a fine way to finance a romantic form of travel
in an exotic land. The language he used to recreate the excitement of shooting
eagles and parrots seems perverse now but perhaps then it was set in perspective
by the awe with which new settlers and adventurers experienced the vastness and
dangers of Australia and the absence of any appreciation of their impact upon it.
David Carnegie’s report of his thirteen month long prospecting ‘Expedition into
the Great Victoria and Gibson Deserts’, to Halls Creek in the Kimberleys and
then back to Coolgardie, also conveys a sense of limitless wildlife resources. At
Shiddi Pool he wrote: ‘Of the bronzewings, which at sundown and before sunrise
lined the rocks literally in hundreds, we shot as many as we wanted. How thick
they were can be judged from the result of one barrel, which killed fourteen’ (qtd
in Rolls, 291–93).
The scale of this shooting did not pass unnoticed and it was not universally
ignored even if it was in many senses normative in most states. Governor David
Collins in Tasmania made an order in 1804 to stop the shooting of swans in the
River Derwent when this was deemed to be a valuable resource for the embryonic
colony. It was also in Tasmania where the earliest move to protect birds was made
through its introduction of close seasons in the 1860s (Bolton 98). Elsewhere at
that time, in NSW and Victoria, there were bird protection laws but they only
applied to introduced bird species. (Hutton & Connors 1999:40). It was really
only later in the century when consumer markets (especially for lyrebird and bird
of paradise plumage) for women’s fashions expanded hugely that the impact on
native birds was severely felt and objection was voiced/raised. Tasmania formed an
ornithological society in 1888; South Australia formed a Bird Protection Society in
the 1890s; in Victoria bird protection was carried out by the Bird Observers Club,
formed in 1905. State organisations lobbied their governments to improve game
laws and extend close seasons and in this work they were joined by sympathetic
journalists who called for consumer boycotts to end cruel fashion trades. Such
political work resulted in a new Bird Protection Act passed in South Australia
in 1902 and this was followed by similar legislation in New South Wales and
other states. However, the feather trade could not be effectively stopped without
Federal support and this was pursued by a new organisation, the Australasian
Ornithologist Union. As Drew Hutton and Libby Connors argue, this was ‘the first
organised environmental activity to pierce the Australian consciousness about a
particular environmental threat’ (40–41). This organisation pushed for Federal
reform up until a showdown in 1908 but in 1905 a new scandal added fuel to the
fire: it was revealed that Australia’s seabird population was being obliterated for
its oil. In the end the campaign to enact effective trade barriers was unsuccessful
but the defeat resulted in a renewed effort to continue the campaign: this time by
extending it to include mammals and by a new push to bring wildlife protection
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issues into education. One result of negotiations with the Commonwealth that
did succeed in 1908 was the introduction of a ‘Bird Day’ in Australian schools.
Another was the formation of a Gould League of Bird Lovers in most states after
1909. These organisations worked to establish bush walking clubs and habits
among Australian city dwellers and so contributed towards to the establishment
of parks and reserves later in the century.
It is possible from the 1920s onwards to trace a complex but important network
of environmentalist individuals and organizations that trace their inspiration and
resolve back to these early ‘pro-native bird’ groups and their campaigns. One of
these threads links the founder of the National Parks Association, Romeo Lahey,
with another significant conservationist who was also a literary leader. Lahey
was married to the sister of Philip Wright, father of Judith Wright, and stories of
‘Uncle Romeo’s work are said to have inspired her as she grew up’ (Mulligan &
Hill 155). Judith Wright’s environmental and conservation work was of course
focussed around the Queensland branch of the Wildlife Preservation Society and
its major battle to conserve the Great Barrier Reef. However, her poetry extended
her influence to a national audience and it is her particular emphasis on birds in
her poetry that interests me here. As I have written elsewhere, native animals were
particularly important in imagining what it was to be properly Australian (Franklin
2006b). Aside from the formally representative and symbolic, which of course are
important, many city dwellers began to form more embodied relationships with
the nature of Australia, particularly through bushwalking. Bushwalking connects
the walker sensually to country and that country is no longer merely country but
the country that they walk; which therefore resides in their memory connecting
them to the species that live there. The same is true of those who, like Judith
Wright, came to live in a more remote place (in her case, Mt Tamborine, Qld) and
formed a bond with it and its creatures. Most powerfully of all, this connection
erodes those colonial doubts about belonging and place and permits roots to grow.
As Mary Fullerton wrote in ‘Emus’:
Suddenly that hour she knew
That this far place was good
This mighty land and new
For the soul’s hardihood
For hearts that love the strange
That carry wonder
The bush, the hills, the range
And the dark flat under. (1944 4)

In ‘Emus’, Fullerton seems to reveal a tipping point, when migrants to a new
country can replace a sense of foreboding and doubt with one of wonder and
confidence. In ‘Return’ one senses a further development: the feeling of belonging
and again it is expressed through natural connections and metaphors:
All here again, the beast, the bird, the bush,
Expelled for many a year….
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If I return, then why not they?
We are all native here. (1942 6).

For others, toiling in factories and workshops the new bushwalking fashion
was slow to enrol them, to move beyond the exclusive (and often male only)
circles of varsity and government. By the 1930s it was sufficiently popular
for the poet Robert Rowbotham’s cobbler father to take part in and enjoy and
he was particularly diverted and recreated by the pleasures of bird watching.
In Rowbotham’s 1950s poem ‘The Bird-Lover — In My Father’s Shop in the
1930s’, the author’s father’s life of boredom and repetition is counterbalanced,
but also entangled, with the freedom and beauty that birds offer him, repeatedly.
Birds perhaps more than any other animal can be sensed as an important escape.
They can be fed, watched and heard as if they are singing for others, as indeed
they often are.
He is the bird-lover and the solemn mender
Of shoes; in shop half-light endures the leer
Of a ceiling, leather’s irritation, the taste
Of tacks and the petulant thump of a hammer’s head
Beating above the tremor of his heart.
Around his feet the chips of leather fall
And tumble like the crumbs he throws to wagtails, sparrows
And pardalotes in spring, when ‘weekend’ means
A closed shop door, an open heart, and the songs
Of a valley miles away by zig-zag track,
A wing by a thought of love…. The valleyed trees
There brush from him the dungeon-dust that smells
of drab routine. Cupped in the earth’s contours,
He drinks a thousand lyric syllables
To toast the day and sits against a rock
Lit with flecks of congealed sunset, feeling
A legend warm his bones…. Here he pounds
A mite of pointed steel into a shoe
Which, in its dark restored perfection, seems
To his dreaming eyes a moment like a bird
At rest … and he fondles it with rough hands.

These poems expressed the sort of feelings that prefigured the first attempts at
conservation by people who now felt that Australia and Australianness mattered.
By the time Judith Wright’s poetry came to prominence in the 1950s and early
1960s, Australian conservation, as with conservation movements elsewhere, was
more serious and possibly more angered by the idiocy of so much development
in natural areas and the power behind it. In literary styles much had changed in
the way animals were written into conservation-orientated narratives. Particularly
important were those books written in the ‘animal-first and third-person’ by
authors such as Henry Williamson in the first half of the twentieth century and
his books, Tarka the Otter and Salar the Salmon, for example, became popular
and were highly influential internationally in adding misanthropic notes to the
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conservationist sensibility. As I have written elsewhere this genre positioned
animals as good, balanced and sane and humans as spoilers, out of control and
irrational (Franklin 1999). It was not only a response to the destruction of natural
habitat and the more questioned morality of hunting in modern times, it was also a
reflection on the state of modern humanity following the catastrophic First World
War. In Germany, Salten’s Bambi was one of the most graphic and hard-hitting
cases for the wickedness of humanity (and even Walt Disney’s first versions of
Bambi which had to be severely softened before a final version was considered
releasable to a US audience) (Salten 1928; Cartmill, 1993). Such works had a
profoundly negative impact on hunting — the most promiscuous, fleshy (to use
Donna Haraway’s preferred term) of entanglements with nature. In the earliest
days of Australian bush walking circles, guns and hunting were part of the scene
but they had mostly disappeared by the 1960s. Equally, the previously disturbing
interventions of natural history practices — the collecting of specimens, the
hunting of bird egg collections, and the general mentality of ‘closing-in’ on nature
to sketch, photograph and study (all common enough up to the 1950s) — were
beginning to fall from fashion among the conservation-minded as they slowly
transformed into what was to be called environmentalism (Macnaghten & Urry).2
The ethic of ecology and the integrity of environments come through strongly in
Wright’s poetry. It is clear that she feels the aesthetic and political significance of
treating nature as a whole rather than aestheticising bits of it over others.
We cannot understand that call
Unless we move into his dream
Where all is one and one is all
And frog and python are the same
We with our quick dividing eyes
Measure, distinguish and are gone.
The forest burns, the tree-frog dies
Yet one is all and all are one
(Judith Wright, ‘Rainforest’, 2002 21)

While she is able to identify a better ecological way of approaching the world
as a human, she is still enraged by what humanity does and expresses this in
misanthropic lines such as these from ‘Australia 1970’:
Die, wild country, like the eaglehawk,
Dangerous till the last breath’s gone,
Clawing and striking. Die
Cursing your captor through a raging eye…
I praise the scoring drought, the flying dust,
The drying creek, the furious animal,
That they oppose us still;
That we are ruined by the thing we kill.
(Judith Wright, ‘Australia 1970’, 2002 34)
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The idea that nature/birds will triumph over humanity is not a message but a
fantasy and Wright’s stronger message is one of human reform, human modesty
and a respect for nature that triumphs over our will to consume it. This is very
clearly expressed in ‘Lyrebirds’:
Over the west side of the mountain,
that’s lyrebird country.
I could go down there, they say, in the early morning,
and I’d see them, I’d hear them.
Ten years, and I have never gone.
I’ll never go.
I’ll never see the lyrebirds —
the few, the shy, the fabulous,
the dying poets.
…….
No, I have never gone.
Some things ought to be left secret, alone;
some things — birds like walking fables —
ought to inhabit nowhere but the reverence of the
heart.
(Judith Wright, ‘Lyrebirds’, 2002 36)

Clearly, Wright’s reluctance to see the lyrebird from the perspective of a visitor
or tourist seems to her to be more noble than to interrupt them merely in order to
see them; it expresses the ideal of ‘leaving them be’, to know (and rejoice) that
they are there and yet deliberately not visit them. It is possible to sense in the
1970s through to the 1990s, a time when the ethic of environmentalism became
very strong in Australia, the extension of this practice of separation. There was
less enthusiasm to leave wilderness tracks in pursuit of animal encounters (of all
kinds) and a greater impulse to reduce the human burden that native animals had
to endure. Although bushwalking was no less popular, visitors to the conserved
areas were encouraged to keep to the tracks reserved for human use and to avoid
wandering ‘off-trail’. Such a policy does not of course preclude seeing birds or
bird watching but it does not permit the same degree of access or freedom to
roam that the craze for bird watching elsewhere has engendered, especially in
the UK. It is entirely possible that the enthusiasm that has grown for such intrepid
determination to see individual birds, nests, singing or sites breeding colonies and
the rest — in other words, to be a twitcher or quasi-twitcher — was not as favoured
in Australia as it was elsewhere.
In Britain where twitching has been taken to the nth degree there are very few
wilderness areas per se and human access to bird sites is more or less unhampered.
One hundred and twenty thousand miles of footpaths thread their way through
every district and wild space, through individual farms and national estates.
In Australia, by contrast, the nature of land division, ownership and access in
Australia does not favour the development of a mass bird watching movement
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because the national parks are typically at a significant distance away from the
major population centres, making easy access problematic. The huge swathes of
farming and other lands (with significant bird watching potential) between the
metropolis and the national parks is predominantly private. There are typically
no paths or trails between landholding that would permit free and easy access
and landowners are typically reluctant to give permission. Ironically then, despite
occupying vast spaces humanity ends up pressurising the very spaces that are
deemed most natural which then prompts codes and rules to reduce access and
encourage an ethic of separation (Shoard 1987).
If an ethic of concerned separation has become widespread, perhaps accounting
for the small proportion of Australians who have taken to bird watching (in the
USA bird watching is also more popular too) it would seem all the stranger if the
same people, the environmentally conscious, developed a passion for keeping
native birds as pets. On the other hand, in response to the perceived threat from
introduced species, many of which are kept as pets and companions,3 some in
the environmental movement in Australia have called for the domestication or
‘companionisation’ of native species. In October 1996 the West Australian Liberal
Member of Parliament, Richard Evans, for example, called for the complete
eradication of feral cats by 2020 and the introduction of native animals as pets.
Other influential Australians have supported this move. In 2000, for example,
Professor Mike Archer from the Australia Museum promoted the keeping of
native pets on the ABC’s Radio National Earthbeat and he was joined by a very
active group of fellow thinkers (ABC 2000).
This uniquely postcolonial situation could potentially result in the substitution
of native animals for exotic species as principal pet categories in Australia and
it could be that this discourse has already had an impact. It might be one of the
reasons why survey evidence from the last thirty years has traced a growth in
parrot and budgerigar keeping in Australia. However in the study of human-animal
relations conducted by the author between 2000 and 2004, there is data that might
throw some light on these trends and their possible explanation. One possible
hypothesis is that the Australians who support environmentalism, who endorse
an ethic of non-disturbance of native wildlife, who are typically city dwellers and
who therefore find bird watching less attractive and/or viable, are not the same
Australians who keep native birds as pets and companions. This would not affect
the irony of the two trends but at least it would rule out an inconsistency in their
relations with birds. Before looking more closely at this data I want to turn to the
British case, to see why for them bird watching is so attractive and the keeping of
birds so repugnant (for the history of this growing repugnance see Thomas 1983).
The British Case
It is very difficult to find any evidence that Australians share the same degree
of enthusiasm (or obsession) for birds as the British. Lacking the charismatic
mega fauna of Australia perhaps, the British have concentrated their totemic
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energies on what they really do have a lot of, their birds — and which are much
more densely distributed across their smaller land mass.4 In Britain there is one
bird species for every 376 sq. kms compared with one for every 6,348 sq. kms in
Australia. Two thirds of all households claim to feed birds and a recent estimate
of the numbers of active birdwatchers put it at 3 million (Unwin 2005). Over 2.4
million Britons are now members of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,
paying around $100 per year for the privilege. In 1999 the value of bird watching
in the UK was estimated to be 212 million pounds ($530million) and there has
been a massive increase since then (World Conservation Union 2005:5). Birds
Australia, the equivalent of the RSPB in the UK, has around 8000 members as of
2005 and an estimated 7000 Australians are active birdwatchers (Birds Australia
2005). Nonetheless, it is quite clear that human associations with wild native
birds in Australia are nowhere near the scale or intensity of the UK. In the UK
approximately 5% of the population are active birdwatchers and 2.3 % are paid
members of the RSPB whereas in Australia around 0.34% are active watchers and
0.39% belong to Birds Australia. On the other hand, as I have noted in Australia
around 1 million Australian households (or 17% according to another survey) own
birds as pets or companions as compared with a mere 2.8% of British households.
Put crudely, the British seem to favour encounters with native birds in the wild
and eschew owning both them and exotic species as companions or pets, while in
Australia it is the other way around. The Australian preference seems to be to own
or to have a specific relationship with birds, most of which are native birds that
have a long history of companionate or domestic relations and it is a preference
that is growing.
Explaining Relations with Birds in the UK
How can we account for these patterns and trends? In the British case the
answer is relatively straight forward. By international standards the British have
been extremely sensitive to the moral and welfare position of animals generally
in society, being the first to establish anti-cruelty legislations (in 1842); the first
to establish a Vegetarian Society (1847); and among the leading group of nations
seeking anti-hunting legislation in recent years. In 1995, 55% of British people
agreed with the statement ‘Animals have the same moral rights as humans’ as
compared with 42% of Australians, 44% from the USA and 48% from New
Zealand (Zentralarchiv fur Empirische Sozialforschung). It is particularly over
the last thirty years that profound changes can be discerned, particularly with
regard to birds.
In 1971 the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (founded 1889) had a
membership of 98,000; but over the next ten years the membership quadrupled
to 441,000 and, astonishingly, between 1981 and 1997 its membership topped
one million and it has continued to rise (National Statistics 2007). To put this in
perspective, none of the other major wildlife-oriented organisations had anywhere
near the same membership or expansion: in 2004 Friends of the Earth had 114,000,
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Greenpeace had 194,000, WWF had 240,000 and the Wildlife Trusts had 320,000.
The conclusion from this seems undisputable: there was something about birds that
caught the attention of the British and their imagination. What could it be?
In comparison with most other forms of wildlife, birds are more plentiful,
more visible and more accessible. Most British native mammals are nocturnal
while almost all birds are diurnal. So even if the highly secretive, long-persecuted
native mammals could be found, they are always tricky to actually see with any
clarity. Birds on the other hand are not only plentiful they are evenly distributed
across just about every space and ecology, including the cities and suburbs. So at
a mundane level, a major leisure phenomenon was distinctly possible but what
were the motivations?
First, there was increasing scientific evidence during this period that the
British bird heritage was under threat: the numbers of the most common bird of
all, the house sparrow, was declining rapidly in relation to overly restored and
bird-proofed house renovations, and many countryside birds were declining as a
result of changing farming practices. Since in both cases humans were the cause,
perhaps, they felt a need to atone. Hence the growth of these protective activities:
joining an organisation that uses its funds to protect birds legally; feeding birds;
installing bird nesting boxes and watching birds (and a lot of birdwatchers take
part in bird surveys that monitor populations) express not only a moral concern for
birds but also emphasises their national significance. It is estimated that there are
now between five and six million bird nest boxes installed in gardens throughout
Britain (one in four households have one) and there is a National Nest Box week

Figure 5. A bird feeding station in Child Okeford, Dorset, UK. (Photo: Adrian Franklin)
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Figure 6. A coal tit on a feeding station, Child Okeford, Dorset, UK. (Photo: Adrian Franklin)

in February every year to encourage the installation of more.5 The bird feeding
industry was estimated to be worth £180,000,000 in 2004 and to grow to be worth
£500,000,000 by 2014.6
Second, in many ways birds are proxies for the nature of Britain and are very
expressive of national identity. Certainly, like most totemic animals they are very
effective symbols for their human neighbours and the much cared-for areas. The
avocet stands for wetlands, the bittern for marshlands, the house sparrow for city
dwellers (especially cockneys), the swan for the monarch, the red kite for Wales,
the golden eagle for Scotland and so on. Critically, however, in a crowded and
highly developed island their significance also arises from being tied in with
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Figure 7. ‘… a Robin Redbreast in a cage puts all heaven in a rage’ (William Blake, Auguries of
Innocence). (Photo: Adrian Franklin)

symbolising specific types of habitat and issues of habitat loss. The act of making
a trip to watch birds in specific contexts is at the same time to ‘keep an eye
on them’. Birds generally, and especially bird watching, seem to provide a very
active and aesthetic form in which to express environmental concerns and to do
something positive about the environment.
The context in which so many people want to encounter birds, therefore, is in
the wild (even if that habitat is suburban or even inner city), in their habitat and
in a state of health.
An equally important issue is the relative absence of any tradition of keeping
native birds as pets. Historically, as Keith Thomas has shown, there was a very
strong market for caged native birds in the UK. They were kept to provide their
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song, but not always: Charles II had a pet starling (not known for their dulcet
tones) and James I had a pet kingfisher (not known for any tone) and the London
market for all manner of birds (including the market for the Jackdaw — a corvid
which was kept prior to the importation of parrots because they could speak)
thrived right into Victorian times (Thomas 111). By the late seventeenth century,
however, the practice attracted criticisms of cruelty and ‘unfreedom’, and criticism
was directed at the caging of birds in particular (there was also blinding, wingclipping and tongue-slitting to be concerned with too) (Thomas 154).
By the end of the century moralists and aesthetes alike agreed that the song of a bird in
a cage could give no pleasure. Wild birds were a symbol of the Englishman’s freedom
and even aviaries were objectionable. As Lord John Russell told the Commons in the
1820s: ‘It was not from the bars of a prison that the notes of English liberty could ever
be heard; to have anything of grace and sweetness they must have something of …
wildness in the composition…. (Thomas 279)

Indeed in the nineteenth century the practice was widely and severely criticised
as when William Blake wrote ‘a Robin Redbreast in a cage puts all of heaven
in a rage’.7 After The Protection of Birds Act 1954 all wild birds were more
or less protected from any form of capture or possession and whatever market
for native birds existed until then was terminated.8 Prior to the 1970s when the
birding enthusiasm took a grip on the nation, exotic birds were common enough
as pets but that too changed. Indeed a recent survey showed how the numbers of
companion birds plummeted. Popular right up to the 1960s, numbers dwindled
particularly over the past thirty years. The British national budgerigar population,
for example, dropped from four million in 1964 to 1.8 million in 1987 and in 2004
only 2.8% of households owned one. Equally, the importation of wild parrots
halved during the 1980s and today only 1% of households own one. It is unlikely
that caged birds are found in more than 3% of households in Britain but, to repeat,
in Australia a recent survey placed them in 17% of households.
Certainly the British government clamped down on illegal importing and
made licensing more effective but the explanation is more complex. There can
be little doubt that the ethical and moral loading attached to the specific way
in which the British have encountered British native birds (watching in wild
places and accommodating and feeding wild birds around the home) over the
past forty years has had a knock-on effect on attitudes to those birds that were
commonly seen as companionate: the canary, the budgerigar and the other parrot
and finch tribes — many of which came from Australia. The current British bird
obsession is based on the ethics of protection and the moral rights of birds to
live unmolested in their home range and habitat. As Thomas notes, ‘the caging
of birds is unmistakably interleaved in the national imaginary with the abuse
of liberty and in literary forms, with the confinement of and cruelty to women’
(279). The notion of capturing, exporting and then keeping birds from different
lands in caged accommodation opposes these principles in the fullest possible
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sense. Added to this, there is also the sensitivity and historic guilt that comes
from being a major colonising nation in the past, and building an entire economy
and culture on the exploitation of others. Over the past twenty years the issue
of the importation of exotic species to feed a seemingly insatiable demand for
pets caused considerable scandal.9 To many it smacked of an unsavoury form
of colonial exploitation, in moral terms comparable to the slave trade, but also,
perhaps, to other scandals associated with the sex trade, child slave trade and
the exploitation of migrants. Even though many birds sold for companionship
and amusement are bred in captivity in the UK, the notion that Europe is still
the epicentre of a global exploitation of resources and bodies tempers whatever
benefits people may see in the pleasures of companionate birds and no doubt
contributes to their continued decline and fall from fashion.
Bird-Keeping in Australia
Although more than one in six Australian households has a pet or aviary bird
— a high figure by any standards and one very rich in native bird content —
this is an instance where the average is deceptive. More precisely, it says less
about national taste/consumption of wildlife, than it does about Australian class
cultures (Franklin 2007)10 shows very clearly that the bird-owning population of
Australia is primarily comprised of lower income groups, blue-collar and retail
white-collar occupations, the non-tertiary educated, and rural-living Australians.
Recent studies of those who join environmentalist organisations or support
Australian environmentalism suggest strongly that these people are recruited from
among an entirely different group — the higher paid, white-collar professionals
(especially those in the public service) and the higher tertiary educated living
in the capital cities (Tranter 1996; Franklin 2006b). In other words, there is no
contradiction at a cultural or a national level over attitudes and practices towards
birds: instead there appears to be a class cultural cleavage. The educated middle
classes who have taken a leadership role in Australian environmentalism have
enacted practices and policies that conserve and protect native wildlife, all of
which serves to create a regime of minimum disturbance and the propriety of
separation. The argument has been made here that this minimum disturbance ethos
may contribute to relatively low numbers of birdwatchers in Australia but it is also
consistent with avoiding giving support to the native wild bird trade and keeping
native birds as ‘captives’.
The Data
Those Australians with doctorates, Masters and Bachelor degrees differ
markedly from those with non-tertiary educational backgrounds with respect to key
information about relationships with birds. Only 8% with Doctorates, 11% with
Masters degrees and 10% with Bachelor degrees reported keeping a bird on their
property as compared with 21% with no formal educational qualifications, 19%
with TAFE or Trade qualifications and 18% with School Leaver certificates.
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Similarly, only 5% of professional white-collar occupations, and 14% of
managerial and administrative white-collar workers reported keeping a bird as
compared with 27% of semi-skilled blue-collar workers, and 23% of unskilled bluecollar workers. The proportion of those keeping birds in the income bracket $10–
$50,000 was double (18%) those earning between $51,000 and $70,000 (9%).
These variables (education, occupation and income) demonstrate a
statistically reliable rift between middle-class and working-class Australians in
their relationship with pet or aviary-kept birds. I am only really interested in the
overall difference in proportions keeping birds in the UK and Australia, which
is extremely significant. The point of the rest of the paper is to interrogate the
gross Australian numbers to see if there are any important variations. There was
practically no difference along gender lines (women 17% men 16%). There was
a concentration of bird-keeping among those aged between thirty-six and fiftyfive with far fewer in age groups either side but this was true for most companion
animals kept in Australia. Finally, in spatial terms, the capital cities were less
keen on keeping birds than those in rural and regional Australia (for example,
Melbourne 11% and rural Victoria 24%).
It is also important to understand the motives for keeping birds and it was
anticipated that most people would mention their entertainment value (their
singing, their beauty, their ‘antics’) but in fact, the main reason given for acquiring
them was the same as that given for cats and dogs (the most popular companion
species): as company for adults (50% gave this reason) and company for children
(37% gave this as a reason). A higher proportion gave ‘company for themselves’
as a reason for acquiring a cat (79%) or dog (81%) but birds were the only other
significant companion species in Australia.
The emotional significance of birds suggested by this data is reinforced in
respect of another question owners were asked: do you regard any of the animals
you keep as part of your family? On this variable birds were even closer to cats
and dogs. Forty-five per cent of bird keepers regarded their bird as a member of
their family as compared to 52% for dogs and 55% for cats. Although it may be
counter-intuitive to many not used to the company of birds, birds show clear signs
of close emotional attachment to humans. Love, jealousy, bereavement and loss
have all been recorded for many of the species kept in Australia (Anderson 2001).
It is entirely plausible that the reasons for wanting to keep birds and avoiding
keeping birds relate to very separate issues and that these issues derive from
experience within the life world of each class culture. Working-class bird-keepers
seem to focus on the specific, close and embodied relationship that it is possible to
have with a bird. That such a relationship is possible and desirable may be widely
known within some working-class fractions and be absent from many middleclass circles. Such experience has given rise to the idea that humans and birds can
live together in a relationship based on mutual care. It is a view that underlines
the similarities, commonalities and therefore the mutualities that exist between
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human and non-human animals. By contrast, middle-class views on native birds
come from an entirely different angle, one based on the assumption that a bird’s
life is better if it is wild, free and undisturbed by contact with humans. It is a
view that underlines the essential differences between human and non-humans
(Tester 1992). When respondents were asked if they agreed with the statement
that ‘People who mistreated pets should be punished in the same way as people
who mistreated their children’ it was the groups who kept birds that were in most
agreement and those who did not keep a bird that were in most disagreement.
This subtle but possibly very important distinction is illuminated by
answers to a question about animal rights in the survey. Historically, Australian
environmentalism has remained very quiet about animal rights since in its view
the proper subjects of its concern are ecologies, ecosystems and environments not
individuals who can be given rights. Nonetheless environmentalists are no doubt
aware of the depth of opinion behind already established rights of individual
animals to be treated in particular ways. The law, for example, prohibits cruelty
to animals. The Wilderness Society has not been keen on animals’ rights for the
other simple reason that the extension of animal rights would hold irrespective
of where any one animal lived, and as a social movement the society was keen
to pursue the eradication of those animals that did not live inside their native
ecologies but which were feral, introduced or foreign.
In previous focus groups across a range of class, gender and age permutations
it was found that the greatest support for animal rights issues and opposition to the
extermination of introduced species in Australia was among those who had had
very little exposure to higher education and those circles where environmentalism
is strongest.
In the survey, respondents were asked whether they agreed with the statement
‘Animals are deserving of the same moral rights as humans’. Fifty-five per cent
of the sample agreed but again, it was the less educated, blue-collar occupations
that were in most agreement and the most educated and the professionals who
agreed least. For example, those with Doctoral, Masters and Bachelor degrees
were below average (46%, 33% and 47% respectively) while those with no
formal educational qualification, those with school-leaver certificates and those
with none were above average (60%, 57% and 63% respectively).
Relationships with Wild Birds
In the survey all respondents were asked whether they encouraged, tolerated,
or discouraged wild species onto their property. Of all categories of wild
species, birds were the most encouraged (62% reported encouraging birds) and
least (actively) discouraged (only 4% tried to keep birds off their property —
presumably to protect fruit). Importantly perhaps, place seems to matter in our
relations with wild birds around the home. Among the most encouraging were
those respondents from Perth (81%), rural WA (75%), Adelaide (73%) and rural
Tasmania while those from Sydney, ACT and NT were the least encouraging (50%,
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53% and 56% respectively). Other keen ‘encouragers’ were the widowed (70%),
full-time housewives, (87%) the retired (79%), and white-collar managers and
administrators (79%). Only the unemployed were particularly discouraging (40%).
Data was also collected on observing, feeding and photographing wildlife.
Although observing birds cannot be isolated from this data the nocturnal nature
of so much other wildlife means that a great deal of the reported observation must
be of birds, even if such data cannot be taken as a register of bird watching per
se. Fifty per cent of our sample of 2000 Australians claimed to observe wildlife
frequently. In the case of people from Perth, NT and rural WA the proportion
exceeded 65% indicating yet again a possible special relationship with birds in WA
and NT. In age terms, the most keen to observe wildlife are the 40–65 year olds,
and the 16–25 year olds are the least keen. Thirty-two per cent of respondents fed
wildlife frequently, a group that is much smaller than the UK equivalent (66%)
but one in which the over 56-year-olds and rural Australians predominate. Clearly
more focussed research would be beneficial.
Conclusion
This essay has suggested that the aggregate data on Australian attitudes
to birds needs to be disaggregated in order to show that there is not one panAustralian view or experience, but that there is broadly speaking at least two and
that these are based on relatively clear class cultural coordinates. What looked at
first to be a relative disregard for birds in Australia (the relatively small numbers
of birdwatchers; the relatively large numbers who keep them captive) can be
interpreted in an entirely different, more positive but nuanced manner. More
research needs to be done but the evidence presented here suggests that birds are
important to Australians but that people express their care for them and enjoy
their presence in very different ways both amongst Australians and in comparison
to the British. Opinion, attitude and practice seem to bifurcate in class cultural
terms, particularly as between the educated social elites (particularly of cities)
and the less educated working classes (and particularly rural Australia).
Some space was dedicated to looking at the historical experience of middleclass Australia in the conservation and the environmental movement, an experience
that gave great emphasis to conserving by upholding separate lifeworlds and the
practice of non-disturbance. Humans were to be encouraged to love and visit
nature as environments, or as ecologies, but only in such a way that impact and
disturbance was minimised. Such a new ‘nature culture’ (to use Donna Haraway’s
term though she prefers the two separate words to be rolled together because
they cannot in theory or in reality be separated) emphasises the connectivity and
collectivity of nature rather than a special focus on particular aspects of it, and this
connectivity and collectivity is expressed in aesthetic terms through such genres as
wilderness photography. This view would not endorse a passion for concentrating
on one element of nature as bird watching seems to do (Franklin 2006a).
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Working class cultures have remained relatively isolated from environmentalist
circles and culture, but we have seen how their experience with individual birds,
and the possibility of making a profound and meaningful emotional relationship
with them has been most telling in their experience and attitudes. In their view
it is possible that birds and humans can share a good, caring relationship based
on mutual love and affection. Their keenly felt views about the familial status
of their birds and the moral equivalence of those who mistreat children or birds
reinforces such view. Depending on the bird in question such relationships can
be very long term (for example, 17% of our bird-keeping respondents had had
their bird for over ten years). This view is not based on theory or intellectual
opinion on how one should properly relate to animals but on embodied, emotional
experiences of how people can and have related to birds, positively. Such birdkeeping cultures do not coalesce over night but have long historical precedents
and develop often with networks of enthusiasts sharing knowledge. It would be
worthwhile to conduct an historical investigation into bird-keeping in Australia,
to see whether there were special conditions such as individual loneliness and
social isolation that favoured the development of close ties with companionate
species. I am reminded, for example, early on in Patrick White’s Tree of Man
how the two isolated men, ‘old Joe Skinner’ and Stan Parker, once alone on his
new remote holding, seemed to attract the friendship of birds, and both fed them
crumbs from their table (White 12–16).
There are also powerful legal frameworks and commercial markets that render
these practices normative and even nationally significant. In Victoria, for example,
it is legal to own without a licence no less than twenty-four different native birds11
as compared to one mammal, (the dingo) and eight reptiles.12
A relatively new discourse that has some connection with environmentalism
has also encouraged the development of specifically Australian companion
species as a replacement for foreign and problematic species. Palimpsest-like,
colonialism is present in all postcolonial nations and the totemic recruitment
of native birds into our hearts and homes has not at the same time ruled out
the colonial mentality of exploiting them as a national resource or symbol. In
1995, for example, the Australian Government’s Rural Industries Research and
Development Corporation notes that ‘Many Australian native birds and reptiles
have much higher economic value … (up to 60 times more valuable) … in
foreign markets than they have at home. An industry based on them is appealing’
(Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation 1995). Equally, as I
have argued some political leaders and other influential professionals have called
for the replacement of native for introduced species as companions and pets for
Australians. In his broadcast on Earthscan in 2000, Professor Maike Archer of the
Australia Museum argued that
[o]ne of the ironies of this whole thing is some of the most suitable ones … are actually
endangered, and while we watch our endangered animals declining to the point of
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extinction, some of them vanishing forever, thinking that we’re doing the best we can
by leaving them in the wild and leaving them alone, in fact by not valuing them, by
not getting closer to them, by not integrating them into our lives and ours into theirs,
the indifference that we have in effect to their wellbeing, leads to many of them being
lost.

Professional views such as this endorse the working class practice of keeping birds
and question the (well-meant) wisdom of separation that is favoured in middle-class
circles. Keeping native species such as birds is not merely symbolic: creating close
embodied ties is, at another level, a ritual enactment of postcolonial naturalisation.
Notes
1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

Only fish outnumber birds and although fish do form close relationships with humans,
they are not seen as companionate in the same way birds are.
This is an excellent discussion of the transformation from natural history to
environmentalism and its consequences.
In Tasmania, for example, many new building developments contain covenants to
restrict the keeping of cats among residents.
The current Bird List contains a total of 570 different recorded species which is a lot
less than Australia’s 1200 although it represents a denser concentration of different
species over its smaller territory.
National Nest Box Week is 14–21st February. http://www.bto.org/nnbw/index.htm.
see http://www.gardenature.co.uk/downloads/FeedingGardenBirds.pdf, accessed 3rd
November 2007.
William Blake, Auguries of Innocence, 5–24, Cygnet, London.
The Protection of Birds Act 1954. Today the protection for birds is summarised by the
RSPB in the following points: ‘You may not:
intentionally kill, injure or take any wild bird;
intentionally take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird whilst it is in use or being
built;
intentionally take or destroy the egg of any wild bird;
have in one’s possession or control any wild bird, dead or alive, or any part of a wild bird,
which has been taken in contravention of the Act or the Protection of Birds Act 1954;
have in one’s possession or control any egg or part of an egg which has been taken in
contravention of the Act or the Protection of Birds Act 1954;
use traps or similar items to kill, injure or take wild birds;
have in one’s possession or control any bird of a species occurring on Schedule 4 of the
Act unless registered, and in most cases ringed, in accordance with the Secretary of State’s
regulations (see Schedules);
intentionally or recklessly disturb any wild bird listed on Schedule 1 while it is nest building,
or at a nest containing eggs or young, or disturb the dependent young of such a bird.

9
10

The nation’s many pet and vet shows carry regular stories of evil importers.
Data collected in 2000–2004 for the ARC funded project, The Changing Nature of
Human Animal Relation in Australia. The survey was administered via telephone to
2000 Australians and the sample drawn is representative at a national, regional and
‘capital city’ level.
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King quail (Coturnix chinensis)
Budgerigar (Melopsittacus undulatus)
Zebra finch (Poephila guttata)
Cockatiel (Nymphicus hollandicus)
Western rosella (Platycerus icterotis)
Scarlet-chested parrot (Neophema splendida)
Bourke’s parrot (Neopsephotus bourkii)
Elegant parrot (Neophema elegans)
Turquoise parrot (Neophema pulchella)
Alexandra’s (Princess) parrot (Polytelis alexandrae)
Gouldian finch (Erythrura gouldiae)
Star finch (Neochmia ruficauda)
Blue-face finch (Erythrura trichroa)
Long-tailed finch (Poephila acuticauda)
Chestnut-breasted mannikin (Lonchura castaneothorax)
Double-barred finch (Taeniopygia bichenovii)
Red-rumped parrot (Psephotus haematonotus)
Rainbow lorikeet (Trichoglossus haematodus)
Painted firetail (Emblema pictum)
Peaceful dove (Geopelia placida)
Diamond dove (Geopelia cuneata)
Galah (Cacatua roseicapilla)
Sulphur-crested cockatoo (Cacatua galerita)
Little corella (Cacatua sanguinea)
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/enrc/inquiries/old/enrc/unff/report/util6-04.htm,
accessed November 2 2007
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